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Empirical tests of habitat selection theory reveal that
conspecific density and patch quality, but not habitat amount,
drive long-distance immigration in a wild bird
Abstract
Individuals that disperse long distances from their natal site must select breeding patches with no
prior knowledge of patch suitability. Despite decades of theoretical studies examining which cues
dispersing individuals should use to select breeding patches, few empirical studies have tested the
predictions of these theories at spatial scales relevant to long-distance dispersal in wild animal
populations. Here, we use a novel assignment model based on multiple intrinsic markers to quantify natal dispersal distances of Wood Thrush (Hylocichla mustelina) breeding in forest fragments.
We show that long-distance natal dispersal in this species is more frequent than commonly
assumed for songbirds and that habitat selection by these individuals is driven by density-dependence and patch quality but not the amount of habitat surrounding breeding patches. These
results represent an important contribution to understanding habitat selection by dispersing individuals, especially with regards to long-distance dispersal.
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The ecological factors that influence immigration by dispersing individuals play a central role in the redistribution of individuals and their genes across the landscape. Although
passively dispersing organisms have little choice over where
they end up, actively dispersing organisms have the ability to
select among breeding patches that often differ in key characteristics, including size, quality, and conspecific density. Theoretical studies have established a broad foundation for
understanding how these ecological factors influence habitat
selection by dispersing individuals (MacArthur & Wilson
2001; Stamps 2001; Bowler & Benton 2005; Clobert et al.,
2012; Avgar et al., 2020) and empirical studies have investigated how these factors influence habitat selection in a wide
variety of taxa (Morris 1987; Petit & Petit 1996; Jones 2001;
Schmidt et al., 2015). However, the relative importance of
patch characteristics for habitat selection decisions is expected
to vary as a function of dispersal distance (Stamps 2001) due
to scale-dependent costs and benefits of dispersal (Rousset &
Gandon 2002; Muller-Landau et al., 2003). In studies of wild
populations, however, the origin of immigrating individuals is
rarely known (Millon et al., 2019), precluding inferences
about how dispersers select breeding patches. Understanding
how patch characteristics and density dependence influence
habitat selection is particularly important for long-distance

dispersers because these individuals face unique costs relative
to short-distance dispersers (e.g., increased search costs and
mortality or decreased likelihood of locating suitable habitat;
Higgins et al., 2003; Muller-Landau et al., 2003; Stamps et al.,
2005) and because rare long-distance dispersal events can disproportionately influence ecological and evolutionary processes (Kot et al., 1996; Higgins & Richardson 1999;
Trakhtenbrot et al., 2005). Empirical studies of habitat selection by long-distance dispersers are, however, virtually nonexistent (but see Lowe 2009).
Early predictions about habitat selection, derived from
island biogeography and metapopulation theory, posited that
dispersal was a random process and the probability of immigration was a function of patch isolation and size (Hanski &
Hanski 1999; MacArthur & Wilson 2001). Under this model,
individuals are ‘free’ in the sense that they are not prevented
by conspecifics from settling in whichever patch they locate
and the probability of long-distance immigration is positively
related to the availability of habitat (i.e., patch size) but unrelated to patch quality or conspecific density (Boughton 2000).
Hereafter, we refer to this as the ‘random’ immigration
hypothesis (Fig. 1). Random immigration may be particularly
relevant to long-distance dispersers constrained by search time
(Kokko 1999; Smith & Moore 2005) because they have limited
prior knowledge of local habitat cues (Part & Gustafsson 1989)
and typically cannot directly sample multiple patches prior to
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Figure 1 Predictions about the relationship between the probability of long-distance immigration and (a) habitat amount, (b) patch quality, and (c)
conspecific density under four habitat selection hypotheses. See text for descriptions of each hypothesis. Under the social cues hypothesis, the predicted
relationship between immigration, habitat amount, and patch quality are the same as under the ideal dominance hypothesis and are therefore not shown.
Note that figures show predicted relationships between the probability of long-distance immigration and each explanatory variable, not absolute differences
in immigration rates among the different hypotheses.

breeding (Stamps et al., 2005; Bonte et al., 2012). As a result,
long-distance dispersers may be forced to settle in the first patch
they encounter (Stamps 2001; Davis & Stamps 2004).
Many animal species, however, have the ability to search for
and colonise patches in a non-random manner. When dispersal
is non-random, patch quality and conspecific density, rather
than habitat amount, are expected to influence habitat selection.
Immigrants that can reliably assess habitat and are free to settle
should select the highest-quality patches until density-dependent
mechanisms reduce expected reproductive success to the point
where individuals would do better by settling in lower quality
patches. This hypothesis corresponds to the ‘ideal free’ distribution (Fretwell & Lucas 1970) and predicts that the probability
of long-distance immigration is positively correlated with habitat quality. Additionally, because the highest-quality patches are
expected to experience the slowest density-dependent declines in
fitness (Avgar et al., 2020), the probability of long-distance
immigration should be positively correlated with conspecific
density under this hypothesis (Fig. 1).
When settlement decisions are mediated by intraspecific
interactions, the relationships between immigration, patch
quality, and conspecific density are more complicated. First,
established and/or behaviorally dominant individuals may prevent immigrants from settling in high-quality patches, in
which case immigrants may be forced to settle in low-quality
patches (Fretwell & Lucas 1970; Pulliam 1988). Under this
scenario, termed the ‘ideal dominance’ hypothesis (Fretwell &
Lucas 1970), immigrants still choose the highest-quality patch
available but dominance hierarchies produce a negative relationship between conspecific density and probability of immigration (Fig. 1). Alternatively, immigrants may rely on
conspecific or habitat cues to avoid selecting low-quality
breeding patches. Research on territorial songbirds indicates
that individuals preferentially settle in patches occupied by
© 2021 The Authors. Ecology Letters published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

conspecifics (termed conspecific attraction; Stamps 1988; Muller et al., 1997), though actual settlement decisions may be
modified by conspecific density (Fletcher 2007), patch quality
(Rushing et al., 2015), and the competitive ability or quality
of conspecifics (Laland 2004; Szymkowiak et al., 2016). Under
this hypothesis, which we refer to as the ‘social cues’ hypothesis,
the relationship between immigration and conspecific density is
predicted to be non-linear (high immigration at intermediate
densities) because low-density patches lack conspecific cues and
despotism/preemption precludes settlement in high density
patches (Fletcher 2007). Although the ‘ideal dominance’ and
‘social cues’ hypotheses make different predictions about the
relationship between immigration and density, both scenarios
predict that individuals are ideal in their settlement choices.
Therefore, after controlling for the effects of density, immigration will be positively related to patch quality (Fig. 1).
The random, ideal free, ideal dominance, and social cues
hypotheses make alternative predictions about the relationships between immigration and patch characteristics, but
empirical tests of these hypotheses are rare due to the inherent
challenges of tracking dispersing individuals over large spatial
scales and distinguishing immigrants from local recruits (reviewed by Diffendorfer 1998; Furrer & Pasinelli 2016). Intrinsic markers, including stable isotopes and genetic markers,
provide an emerging method for studying long-distance immigration that can overcome these challenges (López-Calderón
et al., 2019). In particular, because the geographic origin of
individuals can be inferred from intrinsic markers without
having to track individuals as they disperse, these markers
allow researchers to obtain large sample sizes that are not
biased towards short-distance dispersal events and allow inferences to be made about most or all individuals in a study
population. Methods that use intrinsic markers can also incorporate multiple sources of information (e.g., abundance,
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morphology), which can improve the accuracy and resolution
of geographic assignments (Rundel et al., 2013; Rushing
et al., 2017b). Current methods for studying dispersal using
intrinsic markers, however, have limited ability to translate
marker values into geographic dispersal distances and quantify uncertainty (López-Calderón et al., 2019). Analytical
approaches that account for sources of error and quantify
uncertainty in dispersal distances estimated from intrinsic
markers will advance our understanding of the mechanisms
that drive immigration and habitat selection.
Here we present a novel analytical framework that estimates
dispersal distance from intrinsic markers and test theoretical
predictions about the relative importance of habitat amount,
patch quality, and conspecific density in determining long-distance immigration. We used this method to estimate dispersal
distance of a migratory songbird, the Wood Thrush (Hylocichla mustelina), by combining intrinsic markers, in this case
stable hydrogen isotopes and morphological data, with prior
information about the distribution of dispersal distances and
the relative abundance of source locations. Uncertainty in
individual dispersal distances and the probability of long-distance immigration are estimated through bootstrapping. Our
results provide a large-scale test of immigration theory in a
wild animal population and advance our understanding of
how ecological factors drive patterns of natal dispersal and
breeding settlement. In addition, the methods described in this
paper can be readily applied to other types of intrinsic markers (e.g., genetic data or trace elements), thereby advancing
the study of immigration and dispersal in other species.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data

Our geographic assignments of origin are based on stable
hydrogen isotope data and morphological measurements
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collected between 2011 and 2014 from breeding Wood Thrush
at 12 study plots in southern Indiana, USA (Fig. 2). Starting
in late-April each year, each plot was systematically surveyed
to locate adult Wood Thrush. Territorial adults were captured
in mist nets, banded with a USGS aluminum band and a
unique combination of colors bands, aged (second-year or
after second-year), sexed using molt and plumage criteria,
measured (unflattened wing chord and tarsus length to  0.1
mm), and weighed. In addition, we collected a single tail
feather (R3) for stable isotope analysis. Because we expected
natal dispersal to be more extensive than breeding dispersal
(Greenwood & Harvey 1982; Paradis et al., 1998), only data
from individuals in their first breeding season (i.e., aged as
second-year) were included in our analysis (Table 1). We
pooled data across years and sexes because we had insufficient
sample sizes to estimate annual and sex-specific patterns of
natal dispersal.
The 12 study plots differed in size, Wood Thrush density,
and habitat quality (Table 1). We defined patch quality as the
self-recruitment rate (R) of each plot reported by Rushing
et al., (2017a), which was calculated based on the estimated
fecundity, juvenile survival, and adult survival of each plot.
Self-recruitment rate is the expected population growth rate of
a population in the absence of immigration (Runge et al.,
2006); in other words, the ability of a population to maintain
itself through only local survival and recruitment. We consider
R to be a holistic and direct measure of patch quality, with
larger R values indicating higher quality patches for Wood
Thrush (Rushing et al., 2017a). To estimate Wood Thrush
density we conducted three point counts per breeding season
at points spaced in a 200 m grid pattern across the plots. During each count we recorded the distance to all individual
Wood Thrush seen or heard and estimated annual plot-level
densities (adjusted for imperfect detection) using a generalised
distance sampling model (Chandler et al., 2011). We then calculated a mean annual plot-level density by averaging the

Figure 2 Predicted wing length (mm) of second-year Wood Thrush across the species’ breeding distribution. See text for description of wing length data and
kriging process. Inset shows forest cover (green) surrounding the 12 study plots (orange circles) in southern Indiana, USA.

© 2021 The Authors. Ecology Letters published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Table 1 Self-recruitment rate (R), habitat amount (in hectares), conspecific
density (average number of Wood Thrush per hectare), number of second-year Wood Thrush (n) sampled on each study plot, and the median
estimated number of long-distance immigrants under each of the three
disperal kernel priors (Γ1 = most restrictive, Γ3 = least restrictive. See text
for additional details). Values in parentheses indicate 95% confidence
intervals for the number of immigrants

Estimated number of
immigrants

Plot

R

Habitat
amount

Density

n

Γ1

Γ2

Γ3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1.02
1.22
1.09
0.94
0.75
0.62
0.89
1.07
0.77
0.60
0.88
0.90

1242
1044
885
805
1172
1101
924
929
1139
1112
678
1202

1.17
0.62
0.92
1.13
0.50
0.43
0.76
1.62
1.06
0.36
0.88
0.52

82
80
33
42
41
23
22
39
35
34
44
31

2
3
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

6
7
3
3
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1

14
16
7
8
4
4
3
4
4
4
5
4

(0–5)
(0–6)
(0–4)
(0–4)
(0–2)
(0–2)
(0–2)
(0–2)
(0–3)
(0–2)
(0–2)
(0–2)

(2–11)
(3–13)
(0–7)
(1–8)
(0–4)
(0–4)
(0–4)
(0–5)
(0–5)
(0–4)
(0–5)
(0–4)

(8–21)
(9–23)
(3–12)
(4–14)
(1–8)
(1–8)
(0–6)
(1–8)
(1–9)
(1–8)
(1–9)
(1–8)

known Wood Thrush breeding range were estimated from a published map of expected amount-weighted growing-season δ2 Hp
values (Bowen et al., 2005), converted to the expected feather values using a published correction factor for ground-foraging
migratory birds (δ2 H f ¼ 175:57 þ 0:95δ2 Hp ; Hobson et al.,
2012), and clipped to include only the known Wood Thrush
breeding range (Fig. 2).
Wood Thrush also exhibit geographic variation in wing length
(denoted W), with individuals from northern populations on
average having longer wings than individuals from southern
populations (Fig. 2). This variation provides an additional
source of information regarding an individual’s natal origin
and has been successfully incorporated into isotope-based
assignments of non-breeding Wood Thrush (Rushing et al.,
2014). Predicted W for each of the potential natal locations
defined by the δ2 H f basemap was estimated by kriging wing
chord measurements from 2271 breeding Wood Thrush sampled at as part of the Monitoring Avian Productivity and Survivorship (MAPS) program between 2002 and 2011 (DeSante
and Kaschube 2009). See Rushing et al., (2014) for additional
details about the kriging process.
Assignment model

estimates across years. Patch quality and Wood Thrush density were moderately correlated (ρ = 0.53). Quantifying habitat amount is more challenging in part because perceptual
range and/or responses may vary in a species-specific manner
(Betts et al., 2014). We quantified habitat amount as the area
within a 2 km radius circle centered on each plot that was
classified as ‘deciduous forest’ by the National Land Cover
Database (NLCD; Fry et al., 2011). We chose 2 km because
this scale has been shown to be relevant to habitat use
(Mitchell et al., 2001) and extra-territorial movements (Norris
& Stutchbury 2001) in forest breeding songbirds and because,
in our study region, this metric is highly correlated with habitat amount measured at scales from 1-5 km (Valente & Betts
2019). This metric is valid for testing the random immigration
hypothesis because the probability of dispersing Wood Thrush
randomly encountering potential breeding habitat will increase
with increasing forest amount. Habitat amount was not
strongly correlated with either patch quality (ρ = −0.27) or
Wood Thrush density (ρ = −0.34).
Spatial variation in intrinsic markers

Stable hydrogen isotope ratios in precipitation (δ2 Hp ) vary along
predictable latitudinal and elevational gradients across North
America. These gradients are incorporated into animal tissues,
providing a chemical fingerprint of the geographic origin of those
tissues (Hobson & Wassenaar 1996). Juvenile Wood Thrush molt
their tail feathers at their natal site prior to fall migration, therefore stable hydrogen isotope values from feathers (δ2 H f ) collected at the beginning of one breeding season provide
information about an individual’s natal origin and dispersal distance (Hobson 2005). We washed, weighed, and analyzed feather
samples at the Smithsonian’s Stable Isotope Mass Spectrometry
Lab using the procedures described by Rushing et al., (2014).
Predicted δ2 H f values for 30  30 km grid cells covering the
© 2021 The Authors. Ecology Letters published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

Based on the individual measurements of δ2 H f and W, which
we collectively denote y∗, and the basemaps describing spatial
variation in the expected value of these markers, the likelihood
that a given location j is the natal origin of each individual was
defined using a multi-variate normal likelihood function:
½y∗jπ j ,∑ ¼

expð 12 ðy∗  π j ÞT ∑1 ðy∗  π j ÞÞ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð2πÞ2 j∑j

(1)

where μ j is the expected δ2 H f and W values for location j and
the variance-covariance matrix Σ describing local variation in
the markers (Rushing et al., 2014). We estimated Σ based on
the sample variances and covariance of δ2 H and W values at
our Indiana study plots:


47:88 1:21
Σ¼
1:21 9:20
In addition to the information provided by the δ2 H f and W
data, our assignment model takes advantage of prior information about which sites are most likely to be the natal origin of
individuals in our study populations. In particular, we expect:
(1) sites that are closer to the focal populations are more
likely to be origins than distant sites; and (2) sites with larger
breeding populations are more likely to be origins than sites
with smaller breeding populations. The first expectation stems
from the wealth of data indicating that dispersal probability
declines with distance in most organisms (Greenwood & Harvey 1982; Paradis et al., 1998; Nathan et al., 2003). This phenomenon can be formalised by defining a dispersal kernel that
governs the probability of dispersing between two sites as a
function of the distance between sites:
½D ¼ di,j jΓ ¼ gðd, ΓÞ

(2)

where ½D ¼ di,j jΓ is the likelihood of dispersing distance D, di,j
is the distance between the site i and j, and g is a probability
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distribution with parameter(s) Γ. Ideally, the distribution g and
parameter(s) Γ would be estimated directly from data on natal
dispersal distances but this information is currently lacking for
Wood Thrush. Most evidence, however, indicates that natal dispersal kernels of songbirds are heavy-tailed (Paradis et al.,
1998), with more frequent long-distance dispersal events than
predicted by a negative exponential distribution. One such kernel is the Weibull distribution, which we used to define g.
The Weibull dispersal kernel is defined by two parameters
Γ ¼ ½υ, λ, where υ> 0and λ>0. Following convention, we refer to
υas the shape and λas the scale. To account for uncertainty in the
shape of the Wood Thrush natal dispersal kernel, we conducted
our assignments using three kernels that had the same median dispersal distance but imply different levels of long-distance dispersal. Specifically, we used Γ1 ¼ ½0:75, 9:26, Γ2 ¼ ½0:675, 9:78, and
Γ3 ¼ ½0:60, 10:47. These three kernels have a median dispersal distance of 5.7 km, which we estimated using the scaling function
estimated by Sutherland et al., (2000) to predict median natal dispersal distance of birds based on body mass (adult Wood Thrush
are c. 50 g). Given a fixed median dispersal distance, the three υvalues imply increasing frequency of long-distance dispersal, with
Γ1 imposing the most restrictive prior on long-distance dispersal
and Γ3 providing the least restrictive prior. Scale parameters were
chosen to ensure the same median dispersal distance in each of
the three kernels ðλ ¼ 5:7=lnð2Þ1=υ Þ:
The second prior expectation, that high abundance sites are
more likely origins than low abundance sites, assumes that larger
breeding populations produce a larger pool of potential dispersers than sites with small populations. In assignment models,
this expectation can be formalised by assuming that the probability that an individual originated from a breeding site is equal
to the relative abundance of that site (Royle & Rubenstein
2004):
½j ¼ N j

(3)
∑Jj¼1 N j

where N j is the relative abundance of site j and
¼ 1.
We used distribution maps created using count data from the
North American Breeding Bird Survey (BBS; Sauer et al. 2015)
to create a base map of Wood Thrush breeding abundance
(Rushing et al., 2014). Briefly, we predicted abundance in each
grid cell as a distance-weighted average of the observed counts
from nearby survey routes (Sauer et al. 2015). We converted the
predicted abundance estimates into a probability surface by
dividing the abundance of each cell by the total abundance of
all cells. Wood Thrush are easily detected during the BBS sampling period and BBS routes cover the entire breeding range, so
this map should provide reasonable characterisation of spatial
variation in Wood Thrush breeding abundance.
Using Bayes theorem, we combined eqns 1-3 to estimate the
posterior probability that any site j was the origin of an individual with markers y∗:
½jjy∗, θ j , di,j , Γ, N j  ¼

½y∗jθ j ½D ¼ di,j jΓ½N j 
∑Jj¼1 ½y∗jθ j ½D ¼ di,j jΓ½N j 

(4)

Estimation of dispersal distance

The posterior probabilities estimated from Eq. 4 provide a
summary of the most likely natal origins for each individual.

For our analysis, however, it was necessary to convert these
probabilities into a single natal origin to estimate the dispersal
distance of each individual. To probabilistically assign each
individual k to a single origin location bk , we used a categorical distribution defined by the vector π k of posterior probabilities for each of the J potential breeding sites:
½bk jπk  ∼ categoricalðπk Þ

(5)

and dispersal distance Dk was defined as the distance between
bk and the breeding plot of individual k. To determine the
degree to which dispersal distances estimated from the assignment model compare to the distances implied by each prior,
we compared the dispersal kernel fitted to our estimates of Dk
to the prior distributions. Because we chose a Weibull distribution for the prior distributions, we fit a Weibull distribution
to the estimated dispersal distances using the R package fitdistrplus (Delignete-Muller & Dutang 2015). To account for
uncertainty in origin assignments, we used a bootstrapping
approach by drawing 1000 samples of bk for each individual
and estimated the dispersal kernel parameters using the distribution of Dk from each bootstrap sample.
Previous isotope-based assignment studies have found that
stable hydrogen isotopes are able to provide geographic resolution of approximately 100 km (Hobson 2005). Therefore, we
defined a long-distance immigrant as an individual with
Dk ≥ 100 km. For each bootstrap sample, we classified individuals as long-distance immigrants (zk = 1 = long-distance immigrant, zk = 0 = short-distance immigrant) and estimated the
immigration rate (which can alternatively be interpreted as the
probability of long-distance immigration) for each plot as

∑zk½p
np ,

where np is the number of individuals sampled on the plot.

Correlates of long-distance immigration

We used the results from the assignment model to test predictions about how local characteristics influence the probability
of long-distance immigration in each plot. Specifically, we
used the estimated long-distance dispersal status of each individual as the response variable in a logistic regression model
that included habitat amount, patch quality, and Wood
Thrush density as predictors. To test for the non-linear effect
of conspecific density predicted by the ‘social cues’ hypothesis,
the models included both linear and quadratic density terms.
We fit models to each of the 1000 bootstrap replicates and
report the mean and 2.5/97.5% quantiles of the estimated
slope coefficients (hereafter referred to as the 95% confidence
intervals). Because each habitat selection hypothesis makes
specific predictions about the sign of the relationship between
predictors and probability of immigration, we also used the
proportion of the slope estimates from each model that were
greater than (or less than) 0 as a one-tailed test of the significance of our estimates. All steps in the analysis were done in
R version 3.3.1 (R Core Team 2016). Initially, we fit models
that included all four predictors and a plot-level random
effect to account for pseudo-replication. However, preliminary
analyses indicated that, due to the small number of study
plots, random effect variance terms were not estimable in all
models and uncertainty in the estimated effects of each
© 2021 The Authors. Ecology Letters published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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143.22) and higher certainty in the signs of the effects
(Prðlinear effect >0Þ ¼ 84%; Prðquadratic effect< 0Þ ¼84%).
Estimates using the least restrictive prior (Γ3 ) were similar
(linear effect = 23.02, −11.88 to 62.45; quadratic effect =
−119.42, −340.54 to 60.45) but with even higher certainty in
the signs of the effects (Prðlinear effect >0Þ ¼ 88%;
Prðquadratic effect <0Þ ¼89%). Non-linear effects of conspecific
density were apparent even when the highest-density plot was
excluded from the analysis (Tables S7-S9) and the observed
patterns were consistent regardless of thresholds for defining
long-distance dispersal (50 km or 150 km; Tables S10–S15).
The positive relationships between the probability of longdistance immigration and self-recruitment rate (i.e., patch quality
R) were also consistent with the predictions of the ‘‘social cues’’
hypothesis (Fig. 4). Estimated effects of patch quality were similar
across all three priors, ranging from 1.05 (95% CI = −2.46 to
4.62) under Γ1 to 1.3 (−0.72 to 3.67) under Γ2 , and to 1.1 (−0.38
to 2.49) under Γ3 . As noted with the effects of conspecific density,
confidence in the sign of the effect generally increased as the priors
became less restrictive (Γ1 Prðslope >0Þ ¼ 72%; Γ2 Prðslope >0Þ ¼
90; Γ3 Prðslope >0Þ ¼ 94%). Again, these results were not sensitive to threshold used to define long-distance dispersal (Tables
S10-S15) or to the choice of model structure (Tables S1-S6).
In contrast, we found no evidence that habitat amount
influenced the probability of long-distance immigration
(Fig. S1). Slope estimates were positive but close to zero
under all three prior distributions (Γ1 : 0.2, −2.76 to 3.9; Γ2 :
0.05, −1.82 to 2.3; Γ3 : −0.1, −1.63 to 1.44). As result, the
probability that the slope estimates were positive was close to
50% under all three priors (Γ1 : 54%; Γ2 : 50%; Γ3 : 45%).
Posterior estimates from our assignment model indicate that
the mean natal dispersal distance of Wood Thrush in these
populations was substantially farther than implied by the
prior distributions used in the model (Fig. 5). Under the most
restrictive prior (Γ1 ), the estimated Weibull parameters were =
bυ1.24 (95% CI: 1.16–1.31) and = bλ32.24 (29.95–34.46), which

predictor was very large. To reduce model complexity and
improve parameter estimability, we chose to fit separate models for each explanatory variable without plot-level random
effects. Due to the low correlations between predictor variables, these alternative approaches produced similar conclusions about the effects of each predictor (Appendix S1). To
determine whether our results were sensitive to the 100 km
threshold used to define long-distance dispersal, we also conducted these analyses using 50 km and 150 km thresholds
(Appendix S1).
RESULTS

Both the number of long-distance immigrants (Table 1) and the
probability of long-distance dispersal (> 100 km) varied across
the 12 study plots, ranging from 1% to 4% under the Γ1 prior,
3% – 9% under the Γ2 prior, 9% – 21% under the Γ3 prior.
Overall, our results provide support for the predictions of the
‘social cues’ hypothesis. We found consistent evidence of a positive linear relationship and negative quadratic relationship
between conspecific density and the probability of long-distance
immigration, indicating that the probability of long-distance
immigration was lowest in plots with very low or very high density (Fig. 3). The sign and magnitude of these effects were not
sensitive to the choice of multiple-predictor or single-predictor
models (Tables S1-S6), though single-predictor models had
higher power to detect significant effects and are presented here.
Under the most restrictive prior (Γ1 ), the small number of
observed long-distance dispersal events resulted in highly
uncertain parameter estimates (Prðlinear effect >0Þ ¼ 82%;
Prðquadratic effect <0Þ ¼81%) but the signs of the parameters
were consistent with predictions (estimated linear effect and
95% CI = 59.71, −48.12 to 254.48; estimated quadratic effect =
−331.13, −1450.92 to 246.86). The less restrictive Γ2 prior
resulted in more precise parameter estimates (linear effect =
30.13, −30.36 to 100.9; quadratic effect =−161.4, −580.88 to
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Figure 3 Effect of Wood Thrush density on the probability of long-distance immigration under the (A) Γ1 , (B) Γ2 , and (C) Γ3 prior distributions. Points
and error bars show the estimated probability of long-distance immigration and 95% confidence interval for each plot. Grey lines show the estimated effect
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implies a median dispersal distance of 24 km (95% CI:
22.32–25.63). Under the least restrictive prior (Γ3 ), the estimated bυ parameter decreased to 0.98 (0.92–1.06) and the bλ
parameter increased to 58.82 (53.94–64.11), which corresponds
to a median dispersal distance of 41 km (95% CI:
37.21–44.07).
DISCUSSION

Despite a long history of theoretical investigations, tests of
immigration theory are rare in wild animal populations due to

the difficulty of quantifying long-distance dispersal and identifying the geographic origin of immigrants. Here, we applied
an innovative analytical framework to estimate dispersal distance using multiple intrinsic markers. We found evidence that
long-distance immigration of Wood Thrush was highest in
high-quality plots with moderate conspecific density, but unrelated to habitat amount.
These results are consistent with the hypothesis that dispersing individuals were precluded from settling in high-density
patches but used a combination of social and habitat cues to
select the highest quality available patches. In our system,
© 2021 The Authors. Ecology Letters published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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patch quality and conspecific density were positively correlated, but not perfectly so; some patches with high intrinsic
quality had moderate-to-low density, possibly due to environmental and demographic stochasticity that occasionally
reduced the number of breeding Wood Thrush relative to that
predicted by patch quality. These mismatches between density
and quality provide opportunities for dispersing individuals to
settle in patches that they may otherwise be excluded from
and in this way avoid being forced into the lowest quality
plots. The ability to exploit these mismatches suggests that
Wood Thrush are able to assess the quality of potential breeding patches, though our data did not allow us to determine
the cues that they use to avoid low-quality patches or identify
high-quality patches. Given that many organisms, including
territorial songbirds, use the presence of conspecifics to select
patches (e.g., Doligez et al., 2003; Nocera et al., 2006;
Fletcher 2007), low conspecific density likely provided dispersing Wood Thrush with an efficient cue for avoiding low-quality patches. It is also possible that individuals prospected for
territories during the previous year, using information about
the breeding performance of conspecifics to assess habitat
quality and avoid low-quality sites, a behavior that has been
observed in several songbirds (Betts et al., 2008; Kelly & Schmidt 2017). Conspecific density or performance alone, however, is not sufficient to explain our results because Wood
Thrush were able to identify high-quality patches even when
density was low. Experimental investigations of songbird habitat selection have demonstrated that dispersing individuals use
habitat features to augment conspecifics cues (e.g., Rushing
et al., 2015), suggesting that our results may be best explained
by a combination of both conspecific and habitat cues.
Regardless of the mechanisms, our results suggest the assumptions of ‘ideal’ habitat selection models may be appropriate in
this and other avian populations, even for individuals with no
previous knowledge of local breeding patches.
The ability of individuals to exploit mismatches between
patch quality and conspecific density resulted in settlement
patterns that were inconsistent with the predictions of the
‘ideal dominance’ model, which is the basis of source-sink theory (Pulliam 1988) and often assumed to govern the dynamics
of Wood Thrush and other migratory songbird populations
(Robinson et al., 1995; Brawn & Robinson 1996; Tittler et al.,
2006). Under source-sink theory, source patches with high
fecundity and adult fidelity produce an excess of recruits that
are prevented from settling in their natal patch due to dominance of established individuals. These recruits are therefore
forced to settle in low-quality patches, resulting in a net movement of individuals from source to sink patches. Contrary to
source-sink theory, however, immigrants in our system were
not forced into the lowest-quality sink habitats but instead
actively avoided these patches in favor of the highest-quality
patch available. As a result, immigration in some source habitats exceeded immigration in sinks. This subtle distinction
between our results and classic source-sink theory may have
been missed by previous research because few studies of
source-sink dynamics have been able to separate immigrants
from local recruits or directly quantify the relationship between
immigration and habitat quality (but see Diffendorfer 1998).
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The subtle distinction between our results and the predictions
of source-sink theory nevertheless have important implications
for the dynamics of Wood Thrush and other bird populations
that occur in fragmented landscapes. In any spatially structured
population, the average per capita reproductive rate will be a
direct function of the intrinsic quality of each patch and the
distribution of individuals across patches. Per capita reproductive rate will be highest when individuals occupy only the highest quality patches and will decline as patches fill up, as the
result of both within-patch density dependence (i.e., crowding
mechanism; Both & Visser 2000; Sillett et al., 2004) and
increasing number of individuals occupying lower-quality
patches (i.e., site-dependent mechanisms; Ferrer & Donazar
1996; Rodenhouse et al., 2003). Source-sink theory predicts
that per capita reproductive success will decline with increasing
immigration rate. Our results suggest that immigrants are able
to assess patch quality and conspecific density during settlement, thereby minimising the regulatory effects of both site-dependent and crowding mechanisms. In this way, mismatches
between density and patch quality, in combination with ideal
habitat selection behavior by dispersing individuals, may
weaken the strength of density dependence predicted by sourcesink theory, leading to higher per capita reproductive output of
the entire population. These results also suggest that regionalscale dispersal may buffer populations in high-quality patches
against demographic and environmental stochasticity, though
the spatial resolution of isotopic signatures did not allow us to
determine the relative contributions of local vs. regional dispersal to population dynamics in fragmented landscapes.
From a management perspective, our results underscore the
importance of distinguishing between conspecific density and
patch quality. Identifying high-quality patches that potentially
act as sources and distinguishing these patches from low-quality sinks is a common management objective and our results
substantiate previous research showing that conspecific density
alone should not be used as a proxy for habitat quality given
the possibility for mismatches between density and quality
(Van Horne 1983). These mismatched sites may be particularly important for buffering populations from stochasticity
by providing high-quality territories to dispersing individuals.
Our results suggest that a combination of conspecific density
and stable isotope-derived estimates of the probability of
long-distance immigration may serve as a sufficient proxy for
habitat quality and thus for distinguishing between sources
and sinks. Under this scenario, patches with high density and
low immigration are likely to be high-quality patches that
may serve as sources due to their per capita and absolute productivity. Moderate density and high immigration may also
indicate high-quality patches that should be prioritised for
protection whereas moderate density and moderate immigration may be indicative of low-quality sink patches that are
only maintained by immigration. Patches with both low density and low immigration are most likely very low quality and
therefore should be the lowest priority for protection or management. Because ‘high’ vs. ‘low’ density and immigration rate
can only be judged relative to other patches, these guidelines
should be used only in cases where researchers are able to
sample across a wide gradient both of metrics.
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The dispersal kernels estimated from our data suggest that
both the median natal dispersal distance and the probability
of long-distance natal dispersal in our study system were larger than predicted by the body mass scaling rule that we
used as the basis for our prior distributions (Sutherland
et al., 2000). Relative to estimates of dispersal distance based
on mark-recapture data, our model may have overestimated
the likelihood of long-distance dispersal due to the low-resolution of our intrinsic markers. Locations far from the study
sites may have been associated with high likelihood of origin
due to the inability of the isotope and wing chord data to
discriminate between sites with approximately the same latitude. Future works based on higher-resolution basemaps
would also be useful for improving the the accuracy of
assignments. However, the use of multiple markers, combined
with the restrictive priors in our model, means that individuals that were classified as long-distance immigrants had to
have stable isotope and wing chord values that were both
consistent with natal origins > 100 km from the study sites
and inconsistent with natal origins < 100 km away. Thus,
our model may actually be somewhat conservative about
assigning long-distance dispersal distances. In addition, our
results are consistent with previous studies showing that even
large-scale mark-recapture studies may substantially underestimate the frequency of long-distance dispersal events (Tittler
et al., 2006).
The ability to detect long-distance dispersal events for a large
number of individuals after dispersal has already occurred is a
key advantage of intrinsic markers. The method presented here
advances the use of intrinsic markers by translating marker values into explicit estimates of dispersal distance with associated
uncertainty. This method is easily extended to other intrinsic
markers, including genetic markers or trace elements, or the
inclusion of finer-scale information about potential natal origins (e.g., Fournier et al., 2017), opening the door for further
study of the causes and consequences of long-distance dispersal
in many organisms. These tools will be increasingly important
for advancing both the theory of dispersal and habitat selection. In addition, by providing a novel approach for identifying
potential high-quality source patches, this method can help prioritise which areas to protect in the face of habitat fragmentation and climate change.
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